Quick Reference Guide
Deluxe Decon Kit
Description:
The Deluxe Decon Kits (Adult and Child) maximizes the effectiveness of the decontamination shower
and tent by facilitating undress outside of the decon system. The kits are designed to address three
major liability issues in mass decontamination procedures.
1. Protecting the patient’s valuables, including clothing
2. Protecting the privacy of the patient
3. Providing the patient with a clean entry gown for hospital admittance
The “Pre-Decon Kit” contains a white modesty garment, personal effects bag, all-weather pen, nail
brush, shampoo, body bath, and a contaminated clothing bag with a snap-on ID bracelet.
The “Post-Decon Kit” contains a blue hospital gown to indicate a clean or decontaminated patient,
slippers, disposable towels, and anti-microbial wipes.
Pre-Decontamination Procedure:
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Remove the “Pre-Decon Kit” from the Deluxe Decon Kit. (Some users may choose to remove
and separate the “Post-Decon Kit” at this time and discard the Deluxe Decon Kit bag).
Remove all personal effects (wallet, jewelry, eyeglasses, etc.) and place them in the Personal
Effects Bag. The Bar Code on the bag will match the Bar Code on the ID Bracelet and
Contaminated Clothing Bag.
The patient may use the all-weather pen to write his/her name and contents
on the Personal Effects Bag.
Instruct the patient (per hospital procedure) to carry the Personal Effects Bag through the
decontamination procedure or to place it in the Contaminated Clothing Bag.
Instruct the patient to place the snap-on ID bracelet on either wrist.
Instruct the patient to remove all clothing, except underwear, and place in the Contaminated
Clothing Bag. The Contaminated Clothing Bag is Bar-Coded for identification purposes.
Instruct the patient to put on the white modesty garment and proceed to the decon line.
Underwear can now be removed in privacy and placed in the Contaminated Clothing Bag.
Instruct the patient to use the nail brush, shampoo and body bath to wash off any possible
contamination including under the snap-on bracelet.

Post-Decontamination Procedure:
□ Plan to have a runner on the outside of the line hand off the “Post-Decon Kit” to the patient at
the end of the decontamination process.
□ Instruct the patient to dry their body with the disposable towels, to don the blue hospital gown
(indicating a clean or decontaminated person) and slippers.
□ If needed, the patient may decontaminate additionally with the antimicrobial wipes.
□ Instruct the patient to follow the instructions of the Hospital or Response Agency personnel.
This guide is intended as a quick reference only. Receivers/users assume all responsibility for the proper maintenance and use of this
equipment. This guide is not intended as a substitute for manufacturer provided reference materials and user instructions. This
guide is available upon request from SMRRC.
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